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Taking Steps to
Ensure No One in
Our Community
Will Go Hungry
2013 was a year unlike any other in the Greater Lansing Food
Bank’s 33-year history. With the agreement completed to
consolidate the Mid-Michigan Food Bank and the Greater
Lansing Food Bank (GLFB), we prepared to integrate the two
operations, meet the rigid requirements for membership in the
national organization Feeding America, and feed a growing

This report card, however, is not really about us. Instead, it is a
story about our community—about the people who needed
help, but also about those of you who stepped up once again to
provide the resources, support, and encouragement necessary
to help us meet people’s needs. That’s what great communities
do. Thanks to support from individuals, families, organizations,
foundations, and businesses, we were once again able to
provide food to people young and old, from every walk of life.
We would like to dedicate this report card to all of you—those
who needed our help and those who stepped forward to
provide it.
We cannot thank you enough for your ongoing support.

number of hungry people. We entered fiscal year 2012-2013
learning every day, working with new and existing partners,
exploring every opportunity to better serve those in need, and

Thank you for your ongoing support.

taking unprecedented steps to make certain that no one in the
seven communities we serve would go hungry.
So, how did we do? This Report Card to the Community is our
attempt to answer that question.

Linda Headley, Board Chair				

As always, our primary goal was to feed those in need, and we
are pleased to report that the GLFB team never lost sight of that
goal. We began the fiscal year on October 1, 2012, with a lot
of challenges, but also with an equal number of opportunities,
a lot of enthusiasm, and a highly qualified team committed

Joe Wald, Executive Director

to meeting those challenges. By the end of the fiscal year
on September 30, 2013, we had distributed more than six
million pounds of food to hungry people, driven nearly 80,000
miles picking up and delivering food, and touched more than
60,000 lives. We also received a note from Feeding America,
congratulating the GLFB on becoming the newest member of
the Feeding America network.

Thank you to the thousands who stepped forth to make a difference over this past
year. Thank you for all you do every day, working with us and providing us the support
necessary to make certain that no one will go hungry in any of our communities. It is what
caring people do. Your ongoing support is critical to our ability to continue to meet an
important need in our community and make a difference.
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Greater Lansing Food Bank
Mission Statement

• To raise money, food and in-kind contributions for
meeting the emergency food needs of our clients;
• To coordinate and support the work of the food
pantries in the area;

• To promote, encourage and emphasize self-help
programs toward the goal of self-sufficiency; and
• To educate the community on hunger issues
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2012-2013: Committed

to Serving Those In Need

The Greater Lansing Food Bank’s goals for 2013 were simple. Firstly, feed
people in need in the seven counties we serve. And, secondly, become a
full member of the nationally-recognized Feeding America organization.
The importance of the first goal is obvious; feeding the hungry
is the reason the Greater Lansing Food Bank (GLFB) exists. We
set out to achieve the second goal because it offers access to
additional resources—networking, food, grant opportunities and a
nationwide support system—to better serve our community.
As we entered our new year, we saw great opportunities and
a number of significant challenges. The key throughout the
year was to consistently maintain our focus on effectively and
compassionately feeding those in need.

Food Resources
The food we provide comes from many sources. Community
partners such as Meijer, Walmart and Sam’s Club, Kroger, Target
and others donate food, often on a daily basis. Individuals and
businesses hold food drives to benefit the GLFB, and we receive
food from government agencies. We also work with area farmers
who allow our gleaning volunteers to go into their fields to
harvest the crops that are left after the growing season. This is
an important source of fresh produce which we distribute free of
charge through our network of pantries, kitchens and shelters.
Finally, when we cannot meet our needs through these sources, we
purchase food in truckload quantities through food wholesalers.
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A Year of Challenges
Some of the challenges the GLFB faced in 2013 were brought
about by Mother Nature. The historic drought of the summer of
2012 led to a significant reduction in the Midwest harvest of fresh
fruits and vegetables in the summer—with an equally significant
drop in our ability to glean in the fall. In fact, Michigan’s apple crop,
a mainstay in the state, was nearly nonexistent in the fall of 2012.
Although the yields were down, the need was not. This meant that
the GLFB, committed to providing fresh and healthy food, had to
purchase the produce we had expected
would be readily available to us. This was a preview of the
unexpectedly large quantities of food the GLFB would need to
purchase in 2013—perhaps the largest in its history. Thanks to
the support of our community, we were able to meet this need
without missing a beat, and those we served continued to receive
healthy, nutritious food, including fruits and vegetables.
The year brought additional challenges as well: significant
expenses to maintain equipment we acquired as part of the
consolidation of operations; an aging and temperamental website;
and the undiminished need for food assistance across our seven
counties. This included the challenge of getting food to the people

in Shiawassee and Gratiot counties. We
had learned during our Feeding America
inspection of the gap between what
was needed there and what was being
distributed. It took a sizeable effort to
bridge this gap, but by the end of the year,
we had made substantial progress.

The Hunger Study
Another major challenge for the GLFB team
was how to facilitate the massive everyfour-years Feeding America hunger study,
Hunger in America 2014.
The primary goal of the study is to provide
a more comprehensive and accurate picture
of those our food bank reaches through
our agencies and programs. The resulting
numbers will serve as a foundation for
fundraising, program development and
advocacy work—all with the goal of better
serving our community. Special thanks go
out to the GLFB warehouse management
team, Kim Harkness, Mary Meirndorf,
Janette Miller, Sarah Szwejda and Kathe
Smith, along with the many volunteers who
supported this important project.

Stories of Partnership
Despite the challenges we encountered in
fiscal year 2013, the opportunities more
than offset any negatives we faced. This
is where the true story of the partnership
between the Greater Lansing Food Bank
and the community can be told.
• As 2013 began, we had made the strategic
decision to reinstate the community
backpack—or weekend survival kit—
program. This program provides food
for school-age children to take home on
the weekends, when they do not have
access to government-provided school
breakfasts and/or lunches. This program

is a collaboration between the GLFB and a
number of local groups concerned about
children in the community not having
enough food.
• The 2012-2013 Envelope (fundraising)
Campaign drew to a close at the end of
January 2013. The people of mid-Michigan
once again demonstrated what a truly
caring community we live in, donating
record levels of gifts—in excess of $1.1
million—to the GLFB. This is a significant
percentage of the operating budget of the
organization and helped us purchase and
deliver food to all corners of our service
area throughout the year.
• Shortly thereafter, we received the
welcome news that Joan Brown and her
family, having decided to close their family
business, were donating two of their
business vehicles to the GLFB. The timing
couldn’t have been better, as these were
able to replace two vehicles that had far
exceeded their expected (and useful) lives.
• In April, the 7th annual Empty Plate
Dinner at the Kellogg Center set another
new record for the event, raising more
than $360,000 to help feed those in need.
Joel Heberlein and his amazing team at
the Kellogg Center in East Lansing once
again went above and beyond to make
the event a success. Special thanks go
out to our Title Sponsor McLaren Greater
Lansing and CEO Rick Wright; to our
Dinner Plate Sponsors, Celink and Lansing
Neurosurgery; to our Salad Plate Sponsors,
Demmer Corporation, Dowding Industries,
Earthcom Inc., Farm Bureau Insurance,
LAFCU, MSU College of Osteopathic
Medicine, MSU Federal Credit Union, Mary
Ellen Sheets and Tom Amiss and Troppo;
to the restaurants that helped to make this

such a success—The State Room at Kellogg
Hotel & Conference Center, Christie’s Bistro
at Lexington Lansing Hotel, Morton’s Fine
Catering, Troppo and Tavern on the Square,
Dusty’s Cellar and Spartan Signature
Catering; the 20-plus volunteers who
helped take tickets and run the auction,
and all the others in the community who
provided sponsorships and support.
• Another effort to fight hunger in our
community, the Lansing Roots program,
began operations in the spring of 2013.
With a grant from the United States
Department of Agriculture, National
Institute of Food and Agriculture (USDANIFA), we leased a plot of land in Mason
and began training limited-resource and/
or historically underserved individuals
from the greater Lansing area to begin
successful market gardening and farming
enterprises. This program is the first of its
kind in the nation: a partnership between
the USDA and a Feeding America food
bank to start a farm business incubator.
• In May, local U.S. Postal Service branches
and members of the National Association
of Letter Carriers once again pitched in to
support the needs of the community with
their annual Letter Carriers’ Food Drive.
Locally, this one-day effort raised more
than 150,000 pounds of food for us to
distribute to those in need.
• May also brought a visit the entire GLFB
team had been working toward since
the consolidation of operations in July
of 2012. Representatives from Feeding
America came to inspect the GLFB facility
and review virtually every aspect of our
operation in order to consider us for
membership. After this comprehensive
review, we were notified that the
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management team had done an excellent
job in preparing for membership. We
also received a few suggestions related
to facility needs and additional food
distribution requirements. After working
diligently through the summer to meet
the stringent membership requirements,
our team learned that the Greater Lansing
Food Bank would be welcomed as the
newest member organization of Feeding
America effective October 1, 2013. This is a
significant milestone for the organization
and for our community. It could not have
been done without the full commitment
and dedication of every member of the
GLFB team.

The Garden Project
Over the summer, the Garden Project
supported nearly 100 community gardens
to help neighborhoods and communities
grow their own healthy produce. In addition,
we offered this template to communities in
the outlying counties added as a result of
the Mid-Michigan consolidation.

Mobile Pantries Assist
More in Need
From government data, the GLFB learned
that the food needs of many of our
neighbors in Shiawassee and Gratiot
Counties were not fully being met due to
resource, distribution and capacity issues.
The GLFB team decided to take action. In
partnership with our pantry and agency
teammates, we began sending in mobile
pantries—truckloads of food distributed
free of charge to those in need —to
Shiawassee county. Over the summer and
fall, we delivered and distributed more
than 100,000 pounds of food in the county,
in addition to the thousands of pounds
distributed every month through the
existing pantry networks, feeding people
in more than 1,400 households who might
otherwise go hungry. Another 16,000
pounds of food were also sent into Gratiot
County. As the year drew to a close, we had
begun discussions as to how to increase

distribution of food throughout the counties
to those in need, in an orderly, sustainable,
efficient and respectful fashion.

Thank you, friends of the GLFB!
Longtime GLFB volunteer Jerry Arriaga was
recognized as the United Way Volunteer of
the Year. Nominated by his friends at the
GLFB, Jerry and his wife Evona have long
supported the food bank. Congratulations
to Jerry and to all the volunteers who make
it possible to feed so many of our friends
and neighbors in need.
Local think tank Public Sector Consultants
announced that they were relocating and
would donate their furniture to area not-for
profit-organizations. The GLFB received a
number of pieces of high-quality furniture
through the generosity of PSC, including
their amazing conference table which fits
perfectly in the GLFB warehouse conference
room.
Another good friend of the GLFB, Blohm
Creative Partners, recognized the
deficiencies of the GLFB website and came
up with a proposal to design a new site to
meet our needs. The new site was launched
in mid-January 2014, bringing the GLFB’s
electronic capabilities into the 21st century.

New Warehouse Racks
As summer drew to a close, we learned that
Meijer, Inc. would donate racking for the
GLFB warehouse, replacing racking which
was more than 30 years old and, as noted
during the Feeding America inspection, in
serious need of repair or replacement. This
donation could not have come at a more
critical time. Our thanks to Meijer, Inc., and
Speedrack Midwest, the organization
which cleaned, reworked and installed the
racking, helping us safely and efficiently
store food to feed people in need.
The GLFB also received word that the
Walmart Foundation and the Michigan
Advisory Council would be funding a
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critical need for a new vehicle to pick up and
deliver food throughout our seven-county
mid-Michigan service area. This added
capacity is essential for the organization to
efficiently meet the needs of the people
we serve.
In October, with the support of the Lansing
Area Potters’ Guild and Clayworks, the
GLFB held the 23rd annual Empty Bowls
event at Cooley Law School’s Temple
Conference Center. Attracting hundreds
of downtown workers and friends for a
meal of donated soup and bread from area
restaurants, the event raised nearly $10,000.

Ice Storm Impacts Family
Food Supplies
As the GLFB staff worked to get the final
food orders out before the 2013 holidays,
Mother Nature brought an unexpected
challenge. The weekend before Christmas,
a crippling ice storm hit the mid-Michigan
area. Tens of thousands of area homes and
businesses lost power, some for nearly two
weeks. Thankfully, the GLFB warehouse has
a generator which worked flawlessly until
power was restored. But the consequences
of the storm would be our focus as 2013
ended and 2014 began. Calls flooded the
GLFB as hundreds of our neighbors who
had lost their food during the power outage
began searching for sources of food for their
families. Our team redoubled its efforts to
communicate with our pantry and shelter
partners to deliver as much food as needed
to feed those who found themselves facing
this unexpected challenge.

Lansing
Roots
Supports
Farm
Business
In its first season, Lansing
Roots helped 23 farmers start a
future in agriculture. Through
many partnerships, including
MSU Student Organic Farm,
Lansing Urban Farm Project,
Hunt Holt Kiwanis Charities
and Lutheran Social Services
of Michigan, the Greater
Lansing Food Bank provided
support that helps lower the
barriers to starting a farm
business.
With a Beginning Farmer and Rancher
Development Program grant from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and other sources,
the GLFB was able to lease farm land in Mason,
purchase a tractor and implements (through a
grant from the J.R. Albert Foundation), build
a barn, construct a hoop-house, grow extra
food for distribution to those in need, and
provide specialty tools and technical assistance
to farmers. Working with a large proportion of
refugees and immigrants whose first language
is not English, Lansing Roots set up a marketing
cooperative to help sell farmers’ products
wholesale and at farmers’ markets with the
goal of increasing access to fresh food in our
community.

To better understand the results of this
program, we would like to introduce you to
some of our first year participant farmers:
• Caitlin is from Howell, Michigan, where she
learned to farm from her mother. Recently
married, Caitlin works as a graphic designer
by day. She named her plot at Lansing
Roots “Planting Peace Farm” and started a
community-supported agriculture program
this season, providing fresh food each week
to a group of Lansing residents who have
purchased a share of the food she grows.
• Tendi and Edward grew up farming in
Zimbabwe. In spite of their extensive
agricultural experience, they had not yet been
able to obtain the initial land and resources
necessary to start their own farm. Lansing
Roots provided a space for them to get past
some of those hurdles. Now the couple is
able to grow their favorite foods from home,
which had been unavailable in mid-Michigan,
and provide fresh Zimbabwean produce
to the local African immigrant and refugee
community.
• Jeylani came to Lansing in 2005 as a refugee
from Somalia and currently works for Lutheran
Social Services, providing support to other
refugees in the area. He grows Somalian
produce, which had been difficult to find in
Lansing, and which he now supplies to the
Lansing community as well as his family.
Jeylani sees his farm as a space where he can
enjoy being outdoors with his family and pass
on the art and joy of growing food to his 15
children, who participate in all aspects of the
farming enterprise.
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Bountiful Fresh Food
After the disappointing 2012 harvest, 2013 more than made up for it. Nearly 120,000 pounds
of apples alone were harvested from area farms! Our gleaning volunteers, under the guidance
of Brad Graham, kept fresh, nutritious produce coming into the food bank and going out to all
corners of our seven counties. In 2013, our volunteers picked more than 150,000 total pounds
of fresh produce to distribute to those in need. The GLFB also received more than 120,000
pounds of fresh-grown food from our partner AgroCulture Liquid Fertilizer in St. Johns.
In addition, through the state-driven Michigan Agricultural Surplus System program, the
GLFB received more than 500,000 pounds of excess produce from state farmers. In total, we
received and distributed more than 1,440,000 pounds of fresh food in 2013, consistent with
our goal of providing healthy, nutritious and fresh food whenever possible.

FOOD MOVERS
Years ago, an editorial in the Lansing State Journal asked why
so much good prepared food had to be wasted when it went
unserved in dormitories, conference centers, cafeterias and
restaurants around our community. Good question, thought the
GLFB leadership.
Working with friends in the community, GLFB began to develop
Food Movers. Since that time, Food Movers has rescued hundreds
of thousands of pounds of prepared food from our many partners
around the community, such as the Kellogg Center, and delivered
it to area shelters and kitchens.
Just one example is the more than 3,000 pounds of prepared food
(entrées, side dishes, vegetables, salads, and sometimes even
prepared pizzas) which was dropped off twice a week to Haven
House in East Lansing at no charge in 2013. Southside Community

GARDEN PROJECT

Kitchen and Glass House are two more of the many recipients of
food delivered through the Food Movers Program. Comments
from some of the recipients highlight the quality food we are
saving and serving. “Our ladies look forward to the Food Movers’
prepared food deliveries on Wednesdays,” Glass House told us.
“We never know what we are going to get. Sometimes we have
prime rib, chicken, lasagna or other tasty entrees. The side dishes,
salads and desserts are a welcome variety to our usual meals.”
“The quality is above what we could afford to purchase
otherwise,” said a staff member from Southside Community
Kitchen. “We arrange our menu to make the best use of whatever
we receive. With the help of Food Movers deliveries we are able to
serve a wide variety of nutritious, attractive and delicious meals to
hungry people in our community.”

GARDEN PROJECT

FOOD MOVERS
FOOD MOVERS
One of many eager teams of volunteers

LANSING ROOTS

Food Mover’s revised logo shows its connection to GLFB
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Thank Heaven for tractors & skilled volunteers too!

In 2013, our volunteers picked more
than 150,000 total pounds of fresh
produce to distribute to those in need.
The GLFB also received more than
120,000 pounds of fresh-grown food

”

from our partner AgroCulture Liquid
Fertilizer in St. Johns.
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Photography for 2013
campaign donated by
Tom Gennara of Gennara
Photography, Lansing

It is important that we always
remember that we exist to serve
people going through difficult
times in their lives. Every person
has a name, and often a story.
What caught our attention this
year, though, was the number
of people in need who, just a short

”

time ago, were our donors
and volunteers.
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Why is What We Do Important?
It is important to remind ourselves and our community why we do what we do. We
have learned there is no better way to explain our mission than to tell some of the
stories we have heard and introduce our readers to a few of the thousands of people
we help to feed. Here are a few of the stories we heard over the past year that put
everything we do into perspective.
Relocated family
A gentleman in Rosebush was waiting to pick up food at the
pantry. He and his wife had moved from Mason in Ingham
County to Isabella County because he could no longer afford
to live in Mason. He found a house for $12,000 in Rosebush
and moved his family there. Due to health issues, he still had
trouble making ends meet, and the local food pantry was an
important resource for him. During one of his visits, he asked
the pantry coordinator if he could take one of the books from
a pile sitting out on a stairway in the pantry area. She said he
could have as many as he liked, as they were donated and
free to all. He then said, “I can’t afford electricity so we wake
with the roosters and go to bed with the hens. Since we have
no TV, radio, phone or computer, I spend a lot of time reading
to my children when we can make use of the light.”

“Pink-slipped” teacher
A woman came into one of the GLFB-affiliated pantries and
signed the form to get her food. The coordinator greeted
her and asked if she had found any work yet. She said no,
but she was always hopeful going into a new school year. As
she walked away, the coordinator shared that the woman
had been a school teacher for years but was “pink slipped”
two years ago and could only find occasional work as a
substitute teacher. Then her husband left her so she had
even less income. Struggling to keep her house, she comes
to the food pantry to get food so she can stay afloat with her
other bills.

Students learn about giving
In Gratiot County, students in Mrs. McKenzie’s first grade
class collected more than 75 pounds of food and personal
care items for the local food bank at the United Methodist
Church in Breckenridge, a partner agency of the GLFB. At the
beginning of December, food bank volunteers Betty Shankel

and Marcy Capen visited the classroom and talked to the
students about the types of items the food bank needed and
the importance of helping those in need. Students collected
food and personal care items for three weeks, and on
December 17, the class visited the food bank. The students,
along with food bank volunteers, packed four food boxes.

Touching moment at the Garden Project
One of our friends in the community of Leslie who worked
with the Garden Project wrote, “We are so grateful for all
the support we have received from you. The Garden Project
is amazing! … Our first year was wonderful, especially ...
seeing the wonder the kids experienced as they watched
the garden come to life and bear an abundance of food
that they found both delicious and beautiful.” He went on to
share a poignant moment he experienced:
There was an interesting moment when one of the boys
(age 10), who comes from a family that is really struggling,
looked into the bag that he had just filled with a beautiful
variety of produce. He looked back up to me with a face full
of mixed-up emotions and asked me, “How much money
does this cost?” I pointed out to him that we had grown
these things together. We made a space to grow them,
planted them, tended them, and this was what we got back
as a result. His presence and participation was enough;
he had done enough to earn the right to this bounty. It
was a powerful moment for both him and me. He’d never
seen anything like it, and had thus far experienced a lot
of disappointment about not being able to get what he
wanted ... or needed, for that matter. It hit me that this
was an incredibly powerful way to experience the sense
of self-efficacy that so many kids (and grownups) need so
desperately and have experienced so rarely.
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Recognizing Some Special Friends
In 2013, the board of directors recognized a few very special
supporters of the Greater Lansing Food Bank. The year began
with a Resolution of Tribute to Lansing State Journal publisher
Brian Priester and his team. In 1982, the Lansing State Journal
decided to place donation envelopes in its Sunday paper during
the holiday season to provide support for the local food bank, then
known as The Greater Lansing Food Alliance. That year, the envelope
drive raised $34,748.69. The Greater Lansing Food Alliance is now
The GLFB, and for 30-plus years the Lansing State Journal team has
continued its commitment of support, helping raise more than $16
million to feed those in need in mid-Michigan.

Brian Priester, publisher of the Lansing State Journal

2013’s Empty Plate Dinner in full swing

Bob Randels with GLFB Board Chair, Linda Headley
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The board made another heartfelt recognition with a Resolution of
Tribute to Jason Kitchen and his team at Adams Outdoor Advertising.
When Adams Outdoor made a decision to support a local charity
and to make a difference, they chose the GLFB. To promote the
cause of feeding those in need in our community and to heighten
awareness of local hunger, Adams Outdoor committed to dedicating
a number of billboards to the GLFB for the purpose of spreading
these messages throughout the community. Their support has made
a significant difference in creating awareness and the need to act, and
in increasing giving during the critical fundraising campaigns of the
GLFB.

In May, the board endorsed a special recognition for our friends
Mimi and Joel Heberlein. In 2007, they had an idea to create an
event to support the work of the GLFB. This event became the Empty
Plate Dinner and, since then, it has raised more than $1.6 million to
support the GLFB’s mission. Their idea has now developed into one
of the signature events in our community, due in large part to Mimi’s
planning talents and the commitment of Joel and his team at the
Kellogg Center to create an event second to none. As Joel has stated
publicly, this is his signature event. Putting heart and soul into the
event every year, they have made a difference in our community.

In November, the board issued a proclamation of appreciation to our
friend, Bob Randels, Executive Director of the Food Bank of South
Central Michigan (FBSCM). Bob mentored the team at the GLFB
during our quest for Feeding America membership. Committing not
only his knowledge and talents but also those of his team at FBSCM,
Bob’s unwavering support was instrumental in our success. Bob
announced his retirement in early 2014, after more than 30 years
at the helm of the FBSCM. Best wishes go out to Bob and his wife,
Ginger, for many years of enjoyable retirement to an individual who
has earned it. He has truly been a friend to the GLFB and the people
we serve.

A Community that Cares
There are literally thousands of individuals
and businesses that made a difference in our
community over the past year through their
support of the Greater Lansing Food Bank.
Unfortunately we can’t recognize every one, but
here are just a few.
Accident Fund Team
The team at Accident Fund once again made a difference with
significant contributions from their employees, matched by the
organization, as well as a day of volunteering which played a key
role in our ability to distribute thousands of pounds of food to
people in need.

HP volunteers help to sort frozen product

Phoebe “Pat” Clark
Pat Clark, who passed away this year, was a longtime major
supporter of GLFB and wanted to make sure her giving lived
on. We thank Pat for her substantial bequest to the food bank
through her will and trust. Remembering the GLFB in your estate
planning is a valuable gift that helps us feed the hungry for years
to come.

A Sampling of Many Events
A sampling of the many events from throughout our community
that supported the work of the GLFB includes the Big-Bang-quet
2013, sponsored by the University Club, MSU Credit Union and
the Capital Region Community Foundation; the Mayor’s Ramadan
Dinner in Lansing; India Cultural Society’s luncheon for the
needy; Hoops for Hunger at Central Michigan University in
Mt. Pleasant; 12 Days of Giving sponsored by WLNS and
Auto-Owners Insurance; and Spirit Week activities in many of
our northern counties. The Stanton Group and Wendy’s held a
food drive for the GLFB at their regional meeting in Lansing, and
HumanArc and L&S Associates held a very successful 5k walk
to benefit the GLFB. For Coldwell Banker Hubbell Briarwood
Realtor® Shelley Hall, every sale of a house is a special event as
she designates a portion of the commission back to community
charities, including the GLFB, as a way to give back; the MSU
students in the PRSSA Hubbell Connections team have partnered
with the GLFB for a number of years, identifying a range of
opportunities to increase on-campus support for the food bank.

Phoebe “Pat” Clark

Thousands of Special Donors...
A few of the thousands of special donors supporting the GLFB
include Jackson National Life Insurance Company; the MBA
students at the Broad Business School at MSU; Shiawassee
Memorial Hospital; Farm Bureau Insurance Company; and
Option-1 Credit Union, LAFCU, and MSUFCU.

LAFCU, making a generous donation on behalf of Nick Sjolund
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Special Volunteers
The Greater Lansing Food Bank
is so fortunate to have a network
of member agencies that have
phenomenal volunteers and
staff who give thousands of
hours to distribute food in
their communities. Each one
represents a spirit of dedication
and compassion, while embracing
our mission of feeding the
hungry.
Sharon Miller

Of the many special volunteers we have,
Sharon Miller at Our Savior Lutheran Food
Pantry in Lansing is truly extraordinary.
One of the most giving individuals you
could ever meet, Sharon and her volunteers
provide so much more than food. Families
are always greeted with a kind word, a
smile, a listening ear, and hugs. The pantry
provides nourishment, but Sharon gives
those she serves the hope for a better
tomorrow. Sharon leads by example and
opens her pantry doors not only to the
families she serves, but to educate our
community leaders and media partners on
the increasing need for food in our local
communities.

Tim Popoff

Another special friend of the GLFB and the
people of our region is Tim Popoff, food
service manager at Volunteers of America.
Not only does Tim make sure that all those
in need at the VOA facility are fed nutritious
meals, he has also offered to work closely
with the team at the GLFB Warehouse to
help other pantries, shelters and kitchens
learn how to shop at the warehouse to
maximize their ability to meet the needs of
those they serve. Tim is a great example of
what one can do when you open your eyes
and mind to looking at things just a little
differently.

Volunteers are critical to the operations
at the GLFB. In fact, in 2013, individuals,
families, groups and organizations provided
a total of 27,379 volunteer hours to make
certain that food was available to all those
in need in the seven counties we serve.
Volunteers are involved in almost every
aspect of the GLFB, from sorting food to
gleaning, to assisting our drivers with pickups and deliveries, to cleaning up gardens
and helping with special events. Jean
Brisbo was one of the 30 volunteers who
helped with the Hunger Study and stayed
on to assist with data entry and other office
projects. She says, “I love coming to the
GLFB. Everyone is friendly and easy to talk
to, and I feel appreciated as a volunteer.”

At the GLFB we are so very fortunate to
have many “regular” yet extraordinary
volunteer groups who come in weekly (or,
like Jerry Arriaga, almost daily!) to help
supplement those larger groups who come
in as a school or company event. We wish
we had the space to personally recognize
every one of our special volunteers because
they mean so much to us. Unfortunately we
can’t recognize everyone, but a few of our
“regulars” are the Monday gang of Glenn
and Karen Asiala, Ron George, Marla
Brown, Margy Chapman, Tom Pavlik,
Duane Possanza, Shirley Garrity, Jim and
Gina Lago, Edward “Ted” McGuffey, John
Ames, Rachel Hume and John Goddeeris.
These great people exemplify the dedicated
volunteers who support the mission of the
GLFB every day of the week.
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Financial Summary of Operations
Fiscal Year Ended 9/30/13
Revenues and Public Support.......................................$13,650,530
Less: Management and General Operating Expenses........$447,728
Revenues Available for Food Support Services
and Program Services...................................................$13,202,802

Thank you, Mid-Michigan,
For Your Continuing Support
Once again, on behalf of the people we serve, the team at the Greater Lansing Food Bank
would like to express our sincere gratitude to the people and businesses of mid-Michigan
for your ongoing support of our mission. Were it not for you, we could not do what we do—
feed those in our community who might otherwise go hungry.

Fiscal Year
Ended
September 30

We could easily tell stories about the generosity and kindness we encounter every day
from children, individuals, families, businesses, foundations—people like all of you
reading this report card. Those stories would be about people volunteering their time
and energies, donating dollars as well as food, products and services to help us to make

2013

certain that no one will go hungry in any of our communities. It truly is what caring
communities do. Your support is critical to our ability to continue to meet this important
need in our community and to make a difference in the lives of so many of our friends and
neighbors.
We once again commit to remaining focused on our core mission of feeding those in need.
Thank you for your continued confidence in our mission and for your ongoing support.

Financial Accountability
The team at the GLFB is pleased to announce that the organization once again received a clean audit from
our auditors, Maner Costerisan. After a comprehensive audit of our books and records for the year ended
September 30, 2013, the auditors found no issues with adherence to policies and procedures, accounting
principles, conflicts or management practices. The GLFB is adhering to the financial guidelines as set by the
yearly budget approved by the board of directors. We are also pleased to share that the resources actually
allocated to management and fundraising expenses is significantly below benchmarks and totals less than
5% of total expenses for the year. This is a conscious decision of the organization to maximize our resources
on providing food for those in need.
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